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Jury Notes
"Continuum of massing seems to flow
easily... Details of determination to set the
differences... curves to ease the exterior space
at entry. ..a circle to center the plaza.. .steel
and concr ete to set off the more predictable
stucco:'

The center for non-invasive diagnosis at the University of New Mexico in Albuquerque houses the
latest in medical imaging technologies while drawing on the timeless nature of the region's architecture. The center focuses on research into developing uses for magnetic reasonance imaging,
a non-invasive (not requiring surgery) tool for internal viewing of the human body. This process
relies on the use of large-bore superconducting magnets in which patients are placed to be scanned . The result of this technique is not only a highly detailed image but also a description of the
biochemical makeup of what appears in the image.
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In addition to the resolution of technical problems such as the requirement for use of only nonferrous. non-magnetic construction materials within a certain distance of the magnet locations,
other design considerations included the provision of a supportive environment for patients who
might be intimidated by the technology. Exam (magnet) rooms are provided for both human patients and animal subjects and are zoned so that circulation paths to these areas are isolated. Office and support spaces are located on the east side of the building to take advantage of views of
an adjacent golf course and nea rby mountain range.
Entry is through a traditional welcoming courtyard space; rendered here in a contrast of high
tech materials, steel trellis and architectural concrete portal, against the more familiar forms of
the regional vernacular.
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